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MESSAGE FROM  
THE PRESIDENT

Welcome to the Technological and Higher Education Institute of Hong Kong (THEi). 

THEi is Hong Kong’s higher education institution with a difference. As a new generation institute with a focus on degree 
level programmes in the applied arts and sciences, we pride ourselves on the development of graduates with work-ready 
professional capacities and capabilities in a range of professional fields. As a result of THEi’s applied learning pedagogies 
and a focus on holistic learning, including local and regional outreach and collaboration projects with international partners, 
THEi’s graduates are increasingly acknowledged for their innovative approach and entrepreneurial mindsets.

As a member of the Vocational Training Council, THEi’s degree programmes are specifically developed for, and with, local 
industries and professions to cater for different workforce skilling needs of Hong Kong. A number of our learning area 
programmes, such as the Bachelor of Horticulture and Landscape Management are unique to THEi.

THEi is only as strong as our achievements, and we take pride in the academic outcomes, applied research excellence 
and industry-aligned achievements of our students and teaching staff. As an institution, we strive to create learning 
environments that maximise student success. As such, we are proud of our next generation learning spaces at Tsing Yi 
and Chai Wan that provide not only real world experiences, but also increasingly, the opportunity to learn in simulated and 
virtual environments.

THEi has also established a number of partnerships with a number of globally renowned universities from across the globe. 
We believe these relationships further benefit our students through exchanges, study tours and project-based learning. We 
are committed to providing students with diverse learning opportunities.

In addition to these important areas of academic excellence, we endeavour to produce graduates that are work ready. 
All of our degree programmes incorporate job placements with relevant businesses to ensure students have the practical 
training and an understanding of the real-world. This has only been achievable with the co-operation of the more-than 
300 companies that offer internships to THEi students. In the workforce, our graduates have been widely commended by 
employers for their real-world practicalities. Consequently, THEi graduates had a 93% employment rate in 2017.

We warmly invite you to explore your learning and development opportunities with us.

Study a work-ready degree. Be different! 

Professor Christina HONG (PhD)
President 
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ABOUT THEi

Founded in 2012, Technological and Higher Education Institute of 
Hong Kong (THEi) is a member of the Vocational Training Council. 
With significant industry input, we offer degree programmes 
which are vocationally and professionally oriented.

Emphasising “Work-Integrated Learning”, we aim to develop 
students into work-ready professionals with the skills and 
knowledge that they can apply to the real world. 

Our programmes have strong industry connections. Students 
have plenty of opportunities to join internship programmes at 
local or international firms. The real work experience provides 
students with the latest industry trends and enables them to be 
one-step ahead of other degree graduates.

In Academic Year 2019/20, we offer over 20 degree programmes 
for S.6 students that are vocationally and professionally 
oriented. These programmes are developed with close industry 
collaboration, with many in niche areas: Design and Environment, 
Management and Hospitality and Science and Technology.

Our vision
To be a leading edge institution in 
higher education and applied research, 
acknowledged for work-ready graduates, 
strong industry integration and global 
orientation.
 
Our mission
To provide high quality vocational and 
professional education and impactful research 
through strong industry collaborations and 
global outreach;

To be known for our professional, innovative 
and entrepreneurial approach;

To foster an institutional culture that inspires 
through innovation, is responsive to change 
and achieves continuous improvement through 
mutual trust and teamwork.
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THEi
AT A GLANCE

THEi CAMPUSES
THEi Chai Wan campus -
a vibrant learning environment 
THEi has two campuses, the main campus is located in Chai 
Wan, and has won numerous building awards for its outstanding 
green twin-tower design. Among its more distinctive features 
are: a large user-friendly learning commons on the first floor 
that encourages students to gather and learn from each other, 
connecting walkways and escalators that convey movement and 
dynamism, and a green environment with vertical gardens and a 
large green house.

THEi Tsing Yi campus - 
an advanced teaching and learning hub
Together with state-of-the–art facilities at the Tsing Yi campus, 
THEi offers a comprehensive, dynamic and engaging setting for 
students. With the first-class science-related facilities and the new 
VTC Building Information Modelling Innovation Hub (BIMiHub), 
where our students are exposed to the latest science technology, 
getting one step ahead for the future.

THEi provides the most up-to-date facilities for training future industry professionals. Specialised teaching facilities include 
the Human Performance Laboratory and Chinese and Western Kitchens in the Chai Wan campus, as well as the VTC 
BIMiHub in the Tsing Yi campus.

of our graduates in 2018
%95

to be covered in AY 2019/20
12

According to the employment survey of graduates of THEi full time 
programmes of 2018

EMPLOYMENT 
RATE

SSSDP
PROGRAMMES

VTC BIMiHub

Western and Chinese Kitchens

FACILITIES
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND
ENDORSEMENTS
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STUDENT AND GRADUATE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

After graduated from THEi, Dorothea pursues her further study for a 
Master of Art (MA) in Culture, Criticism and Curation at Central Saint 
Martins (CSM) in London to chase her fashion dream.

Dorothea has developed her interest in researching into fashion archives 
and curation during her study at THEi. She credited THEi’s fashion 
design programme for its fashion history and aesthetic perspectives 
teaching, which prepared her for further study.  

LAM Chung Yan, Dorothea 
Graduate in 2017
BA (Hons) in Fashion Design

Natalie actively participated in various internships to sharpen her 
professional knowledge throughout her study life at THEi. 

After winning a competition, she worked at El Celler de Can Roca, a 
three-Michelin Star restaurant in Spain for 4 months, which provided an 
exceptional and professional learning experience for her.

CHAN Man Yee, Natalie
Year 4 Student 
BA (Hons) in Culinary Arts and Management

NG Long Kwan, Tommy
Graduate in 2018
BA (Hons) in Advertising

Tommy is now working as an Assistant Art Director in Grey Hong Kong. 
After winning Young Kam Fan Award 2018 with his latest campaign, 
“100% Island Material”, Tommy and his teammate are going to represent 
Hong Kong running for Young Lions Competitions 2019 at Cannes of 
France, which is a prestigious global competition for young outstanding 
advertising creatives.
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INDUSTRY 
ENDORSEMENTS

“THEi provides quality education with curriculum design that is industry 
specific and relevant. They also actively work with many companies on different 
projects, adding commercial realities to their student’s education.  This presents 
students with a unique and insightful learning experience, and allows them to 
closely follow industry trends.”

“The degree programmes offered by the Faculty of Science and Technology 
(FST) at THEi are vocationally-oriented. They offer a fine balance between 
theory and practice, which meets the genuine needs of the industry. 

The four-year programme places an emphasis on Work-Integrated Learning 
and industrial attachment. Therefore, graduates are work-capable, having 
gained practical industry experience. 

I strongly believe that graduates from the FST will be welcomed by employers.”

David WATERMAN
Design Director 

VTech Communications Limited

Ir Siu-lun CHEUNG
Business Development Director

Build King Holdings Limited

“THEi’s programmes are designed to meet the manpower needs of the 
industry. 

THEi’s collaboration efforts with employers, especially on work attachments, 
creates a win-win situation for both students and the industry, grooming 
professional talents that are in great demand.”

Terry KWAN
Director of Human Resources & Administration

Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre (Management) Limited
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“The Hong Kong population is ageing. While, not every elderly person requires 
daily care at an elderly home or from the community sector, many of them still 
require attentive care. We must train more healthcare professionals to meet not 
only the demands for these needy, while maintaining quality and professional 
care, but also to ensure the elderly are treated with dignity, decency and loving 
care. I believe that graduates from THEi’s Health Care programme can add to 
these professionals.”

Timothy K.W MA, JP
Ex-Member of Elderly Commission
Ex-Executive Director, 
Senior Citizen Home Safety Association

“THEi BSc (Hons) in Surveying programme is tailored to the needs of employers, 
including property developers, consultancy firms and contractors. The studio 
projects are based on real life market practice and the Work-Integrated Learning 
further enriches THEi graduates.”

“THEi’s experienced teaching team enjoys particularly strong industry connections. 
We are happy to strengthen collaborations on internships and training opportunities 
to develop talent for our industry.”

Sr Dr WONG Tsz Choi
Senior Director 
Valuation and Advisory Services at CBRE

Darlene BRADY
Director of Food & Beverage Operations 
Hong Kong Disneyland
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THEi
ADVANTAGE
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WORK-INTEGRATED 
LEARNING
Opportunities for THEi students to connect with experienced professionals and senior executives to enhance 
their career development and build professional competencies and networks are offered through various 
mentorship schemes. Aimed at producing work-ready degree graduates, THEi emphasises the importance 
of practical training and its connection with classroom theories and workplace applications. We provide 
students with Work-Integrated Learning (WIL) through our strong networks that include more than hundreds 
of local and regional industry partners, facilitating knowledge and skill application in real work settings and 
developing students’ competencies for future employment.

“The SRM programme not only provided me with extensive knowledge 
in sports and recreation but also broadened my horizons through a large 
variety of internships and Work-Integrated Learning activities. The four-
year experience at THEi really helped me to develop my career.” 

“I have broadened my horizons through my internship opportunity at 
Liverpool Football Club (LFC) in the United Kingdom. The experience 
provided a very different retail experience than the one I was accustomed 
to back in Hong Kong. I was so happy to be able to visit their back 
office, and to truly develop an understanding of the management and 
operation skills required for a world-class franchise.”

“THEi’s WIL programme provided me with opportunities to attend industry 
seminars and workshops which broadened my horizons. I have benefited 
greatly and improved my critical thinking. 

After graduation, I was employed by AECOM. My dream to become a 
Chartered Environmental Engineer is within reach and becoming a reality!”

CHUNG Cheuk Hin, Avak
2016 Graduate of BSocSc (Hons) in Sports and Recreation Management
Assistant Leisure Services Manager II, 
Leisure and Cultural Services Department, 
the Hong Kong SAR Government

WONG Wing Kit, Sam
Year 3 Student of BA (Hons) in Retail Management
Sales Placement (Internship), Liverpool Football Club

HUI Wan Ching, Fanucci
2017 Graduate of BEng (Hons) in Environmental Engineering and Management
Graduate Environment Consultant, AECOM Asia Company Limited
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OVERSEAS
EXCHANGE
THEi offers a range of overseas exchange opportunities to students to equip them with global awareness 
and understanding of other cultures. These include partnerships with various universities around the world. 
Germany, France, United States, Japan, Korea and the United Kingdom are some of the countries that enable 
opportunities for student exchanges, study tours and project-based learning.

“I joined a study exchange programme to the Baltic Sea region, 
where I gained a deeper understanding of the region. I learned a great 
deal about such things as their history, economics, livelihood and 
education. Additionally, I got the opportunity to experience various 
famous architectural sites of the world via this tour.”

“I am thankful to have had the opportunity to join the menswear design 
study tour to the United Kingdom, where I gained a lot of inspiration. 
I attended the London Graduate Fashion Week which showcased the 
works of over 1,000 of the very best students and graduates - that was 
a real eye-opener for me.”

“I went to Berlin & Munich in Germany via the study tour. It allowed me 
to visit the company and laboratories of Erdinger Weissbier and to gain 
insights on the complete food process. I also learned a lot about the 
latest developments in the food industry. The knowledge gained on this 
tour directly correlates with real-world practice.”

KWAN Ho Yi, Angela
Year 4 Student  
BA (Hons) in Hotel Operations Management

LAU Kat Chun
2017 Graduate
BA (Hons) in Fashion Design

KWOK Tsun Ka, Carsten
Year 4 Student
BSc (Hons) in Food Science and Safety

  London, UK 

  Latvia 
  Estonia 
  Russia

  Berlin & Munich, Germany
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INTERNATIONAL 
COLLABORATION
Collaborating with different institutions and enhancing our students’ knowledge and skills is one of THEi’s core 
missions.

After last year’s well-received and hugely successful THEi-MIT summer 
camp, co-organised with Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 
– China Educational Technology Initiative, returned for its second 
iteration.

Seven MIT students from computer science, aerospace engineering, 
biological engineering, and brain & cognitive sciences disciplines were 
joined by more than 30 THEi students. 

The summer camp attracted students from many different disciplines 
of study, offering a variety of activities with the aim to enhance THEi 
students’ practical knowledge and international perspectives through 
participation in seminars, company visits, workshops and cultural 
exchange activities.

“The MIT exchange programme was a unique and rare opportunity 
which gave me a chance to exchange views with MIT students. This 
workshop also provided in depth knowledge about healthcare and 
psychology, which is very useful and applicable to my future projects. 

Through this workshop, I have learned more about the differences 
between the health care systems of Hong Kong and the United States. I 
have deepened my understanding of therapy services for patients who 
may be suffering from mental illnesses.”

YUEN Yuet Tung, Debby
Year 3 Student  
BSc (Hons) in Health Care

  THEi-MIT summer camp 2018
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CHAN Man Lok, Kelvin
Entrance Scholarship (Year 1) awardee  
Year 3 Student of BSc (Hons) in Surveying

SCHOLARSHIP AND 
FINANCIAL AIDS
THEi provides vocational and professional-oriented degree programmes that focus on professional knowledge 
and real-world practice. It is committed to developing the leadership skills and generic competencies of 
students through diversified learning experiences. 

THEi offered approximately HK$10 million worth of scholarships to students in the last academic year. The 
scholarship schemes recognise the all-round performance of our students by providing sponsorship to 
students’ study plans or activities, including overseas exchange programmes and study tours.

I am happy to receive an 
entrance scholarship offered by 
THEi in recognition of my academic 
achievements. 

The scholarship not only allows me 
to have a positive attitude towards 
study and to persevere, but it also 
motivates me to keep pursuing a 
higher academic performance in the 
study of my 4-year degree.

I am honoured to receive an 
entrance scholarship from THEi. 
I feel a sense of achievement 
knowing I am one of the fortunate 
recipients. This scholarship will 
drive me to study harder at THEi, 
and to obtain better results and 
achieve my goals.

LAI Sze Kit, Kristy 
Entrance Scholarship (Year 3) awardee
Year 4 Student of BA (Hons) in Advertising
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STUDY SUBSIDY 
SCHEME FOR 
DESIGNATED 

PROFESSIONS/
SECTORS (SSSDP) 

Programmes
(Application Through JUPAS) 
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Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in  
Fashion Design

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in  
Product Design

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in 
Landscape Architecture

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in  
Culinary Arts and Management

JUPAS code: JSSV01

JUPAS code: JSSV02

JUPAS code: JSSV03

JUPAS code: JSSV04

• Cultivate creativity, integrate design technologies 
and focus on practical experience

• Consolidate knowledge and skills through 
advanced subject learning and specialised 
streams in fashion design or fashion management

• Deepen understanding through corporate visits, 
internships and fashion shows

Career prospects include fashion designer, knitwear 
designer, fashion accessory designer, fashion 
coordinator, product developer, fashion buyer, 
fashion retailing and fashion communication etc. 

• Develop inter-disciplinary professionals in 
product design, product development and 
practical work

• Explore latest ideas and technologies in product 
development, improvement and remodelling

• Provide insights into local, Mainland and 
international market trends through industry 
exchanges and internships

Career prospects include designer, 3D artist, design 
engineer, project coordinator, project or product 
manager across fields including electronics, digital 
entertainment, jewellery, fashion, lifestyle, home, 
automotive and toys industries.

• Unique integration of spatial design and 
knowledge of natural systems to deal with the 
development of our built environment

• Studio-based curriculum addressing the social, 
environmental, and cultural factors in landscape 
planning and design 

• In line with global trends and government policy 
in enhancing the public and recreational spaces 
of the urban fabric

Career prospects include landscape designer, 
assistant project manager, a project staff or designer 
in contracting organisations, or as a technical staff 
in government contracts.

• Integrate culinary arts with professional 
management elements

• Instill knowledge and skills in food culture, 
recipe and menu development, catering and 
dining experience management to develop all-
round professionals

• Acquire up-to-date culinary arts and 
management skills through professional training 
facilities and extensive internships

Career prospects include management trainees in 
hospitality and catering operations, food consultant, 
food stylist or food critic.

Professional Recognition 
This programme has been accredited by the Institute 
of Hospitality (UK).
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Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in 
Civil Engineering

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in 
Environmental Engineering and 
Management

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in 
Horticulture and Landscape 
Management

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in 
Surveying

JUPAS code: JSSV05

JUPAS code: JSSV06

JUPAS code: JSSV07

JUPAS code: JSSV08

• Provide broad-based learning exposure to 
civil, structural, geotechnical, environmental 
and hydraulic engineering; transportation and 
infrastructure development, and engineering 
project management

• Enrich learning experience through internships

Career prospects include assistant engineers, 
graduate engineer, civil, structural and geotechnical 
engineer, project coordinator, site agent and project 
manager in various public and private sectors. 

Professional Recognition
The programme is accredited by Hong Kong 
Institution of Engineers (HKIE)

• Multi-disciplinary skills including air pollution 
and noise control, waste management, water and 
wastewater works, environmental sustainability 
and project management.

• Graduates for employment as environmental 
engineers or project managers.

Career prospects include assistant engineer, 
environmental officer/engineer/manager, technical 
officer and project coordinator/manager in various 
public and private sectors. 

Professional Recognition
The programme is accredited by Hong Kong 
Institution of Engineers (HKIE).

• Combine professional knowledge and practical 
skills in horticulture and landscape management

• Cover areas such as strategic planning, 
implementation, social responsibilities and 
environmental sustainability

• Deepen understanding of industry operations 
through internships and field trips

Career prospects include landscape and horticulture 
project manager, horticultural or tree specialist, 
horticultural inspector, arborist, tree risk assessor, 
landscape supervisor, tree works supervisor, 
industry business and technical representative, 
horticultural or landscape consultant and educator.

• An integrated programme with specialisations to 
prepare students to cope with the changing real 
estate and construction market

• Strong emphasis on the application of theoretical 
knowledge and practical skills in professional 
surveying practice

Graduates can be employed in both public and private sectors 
such as the Architectural Services Department, Buildings 
Department, Hong Kong Housing Society, Lands Department, 
Rating & Valuation Department, Housing Department, 
planning and development consultants, property developers, 
professional QS consultancy firms, building and civil 
engineering contractors, property management companies, 
asset management firms, property investment and financial 
consultants, real estate agencies, etc.

Professional Recognition
This 4-year programme (applicable to Year-1 entry) has 
achieved provisional accreditation with the Hong Kong Institute 
of Surveyors (HKIS). Further details of the accreditations are 
available on THEi website www.thei.edu.hk.
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Bachelor of Social Sciences (Honours) in 
Sports and Recreation Management

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in 
Building Services Engineering

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in 
Multimedia Technology and Innovation

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in 
Information and Communications 
Technology

JUPAS code: JSSV09

JUPAS code: JSSV10

JUPAS code: JSSV11

JUPAS code: JSSV12

• Covers broad areas in sports skill training, 
sports therapy and rehabilitation, sports and 
recreation management, fitness coaching and 
management

• Specialisations in areas of sports coaching, 
sports therapy and recreation management

• Prepare graduates for employment in both 
public and private sectors such as Leisure and 
Cultural Services Department, fitness centres, 
sports therapy clinics and the National Sports 
Associations

Career prospects include sports coach, strength 
and conditioning coach, fitness coach, sports 
scientist, sports therapists and specialist in 
recreation management field.

Professional Recognition
The Sports Therapy specialisation of this programme 
is accredited by the Society of Sports Therapists in 
the United Kingdom.

• Develop students to be highly skilled in designing 
and managing building services systems

• Subjects include electrical and mechanical 
services in buildings as well as modern building 
technologies, environmental issues and 
professional skills

Building Services Engineers are in high demand in 
the job market, with good employment prospects. 
This programme provides an academic base for a 
professional career in the building and construction 
industry. The knowledge and skills learnt from this 
programme will enable our graduates to pursue 
broader career interests and become highly 
adaptable.   

Professional Recognition
The programme is provisionally accredited by Hong 
Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE).

• Explore innovative and valuable multimedia 
solutions based on understanding of innovative 
technology, market trends and digital techniques

• Focus on business applications ranging from 
gaming, audio-visual entertainment, interactive 
exhibitions to mobile and web applications

• Promote project-based learning and industry 
attachments to enhance practical experience

Career prospects include multimedia programmer, 
multimedia designer, game designer, user 
experience designer and new media artist in the 
creative industry. With more experience, they can 
advance to managerial positions such as project 
manager, technical director and creative director.

• Integrate conceptual and technological 
knowledge with practices in software and 
network development

• Delving into contemporary mobile and internet 
technology and development of game software

• Prepare graduates for entry into the dynamic 
creative industries of multimedia design and 
digital entertainment

Career prospects include software developer, 
network engineer, game software developer, mobile 
and web application programmer, with future 
prospects such as project manager, game software 
technical officer, inter-network administrator and 
other managerial positions.

Please refer to THEi website www.thei.edu.hk for the latest programme information.
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SELF-FINANCING
DEGREE

PROGRAMMES 
(Application Through VTC Website)
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Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in 
Advertising

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in  
Retail Management

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in 
Professional Accounting

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in  
Hotel Operations Management

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in  
Public Relations and Management

Application code: DS125101

Application code: MH125107

Application code: MH125103

Application code: MH125104

Application code: MH125105

• Combine traditional and digital advertising practices 
to nurture the next generation of professionals 

• Enhance advertising effectiveness through research, 
data analysis and product evaluation

• Broaden horizons through industry sharing from local 
and overseas professionals

Graduate can join the advertising industry in copywriting, 
marketing, digital marketing, advertising planning, 
branding design, interactive and online advertising, new 
media and graphic communication design. They can 
be promoted to different positions, including creative 
director, brand consultant and designer.

• Focus on modern online to offline (O2O) retail 
business, including sales and marketing, store 
operations, customer services, retail management 
information systems and strategic management

• Provide Work-Integrated Learning and overseas 
exchange opportunities to enrich learning experience

• Prepare graduates for a wide range of career 
opportunities in marketing, merchandising, logistics, 
store operations, training and development with local 
and global retail brands, chain stores, shopping malls, 
wholesale and other service businesses

Graduates can pursue careers in the fields of e-tailing, 
marketing, sales, merchandising, store design, store 
operations, logistics management, human resources 
training and development, customer relationship 
management with local and multi-national retail groups 
and large shopping malls.

• Provide comprehensive curriculum covering financial 
accounting, management accounting, finance, 
auditing, tax and information management, paving the 
way for a professional career

• Accredited by the Hong Kong Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants (HKICPA) and CPA Australia. 
Graduates will be granted partial exemptions from 
the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants 
(ACCA), the Chartered Institute of Management 
Accountants (CIMA) and the Hong Kong Institute of 
Chartered Secretaries (HKICS)

• Enhance learning outcomes and professional edge 
through Work-Integrated Learning

Graduates can take up entry-level positions in professional 
accounting firms, in business, or government organisations 
as auditors, tax professionals or management trainees 
and accounting officers. 

Professional Recognition
Accredited accountancy degree programme by The Hong 
Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants (HKICPA): 
under the Qualification Programme (QP) and CPA 
Australia: under the CPA Programme. 

Accredited exemptions from The Association of Chartered 
Certified Accountants (ACCA) for Papers F1 to F9, The 
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) 
and The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries 
(HKICS) for 4 subjects under the international Qualifying 
Scheme (IQS).

• Provide balanced training in hotel operations and 
professional management

• Cover key areas, including food and beverage 
management, front office operations, housekeeping, 
finance, human resources, marketing and e-business, 
to prepare for careers in the hospitality industry

• Adopt a Work-Integrated Learning approach through 
internships and industry projects

Career prospects include restaurant manager, catering 
manager, front office manager, housekeeping manager, 
or revenue manager in local, regional or global hotel/
hospitality companies.

Professional Recognition
This programme has been accredited by the 
internationally-renowned Institute of Hospitality (UK). The 
programme achieved Observer of the International Centre 
of Excellence in Tourism and Hospitality Education (THE-
ICE).

• Offering unique programmes tailored to the 
development of public relations specialists with a 
solid foundation in public relations, management, 
marketing and communications

• Prepare graduates for employment in the fields 
of public relations, advertising, mass media and 
marketing

• Enrich learning experience through internships, 
industry projects and international study 

Professional Recognition
Students and graduates are eligible to apply for memberships 
of the Hong Kong Public Relations Professionals Association 
Limited (PRPA), Hong Kong Institute of Marketing (HKIM) and 
the Hong Kong Advertisers Association (HK2A). 
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Bachelor of Science (Honours) in 
Food Science and Safety

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in 
Aircraft Engineering^

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in 
Chinese Medicinal Pharmacy^

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in 
Health Care

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in 
Testing and Certification

Application code: ST125202

Application code: ST125104

Application code: ST125204

Application code: ST125201

Application code: ST125203

• Cover broad areas including food chemistry, 
nutritional science, microbiology, food engineering 
and food safety management

• Focus on laboratory skills and internships to deepen 
practical experience

• Prepare graduates to work for the government in food 
policy enforcement, hygiene management and food 
safety monitoring, the food industry for research and 
product development, quality assurance and food 
safety management, and the food catering sector as 
food hygiene managers for restaurant chains or hotels

Graduates can pursue careers in the food industry, 
nutrition-related companies and the catering industry 
such as product development, quality assurance, 
research and technical support, health food products 
development. They can also advance to managerial 
positions such as the manager of a food manufacturing 
plant and food hygiene manager in a hotel.

• Provide students with a degree qualification in aircraft 
engineering so as to fulfill high quality manpower 
needs of the aircraft engineering and maintenance 
industry.

• Equip students with strong scientific knowledge 
and practical skills in six particular subject areas: 1. 
Aircraft Design; 2. Aircraft Maintenance Practices; 
3. Aerodynamics ; 4. Jet Engine; 5. Avionics; and 6. 
Engineering Materials

• Prepare students to sit for the Hong Kong Civil 
Aviation Department (CAD) HKAR-66 CAT B1.1 
aircraft maintenance license examination.

Graduates will be capable of taking duties in the aircraft 
maintenance industry, airlines, aircraft engineering 
industry, aircraft manufacturers or other related 
engineering fields. For example, students can serve as 
aircraft engineering designer, technical support officer, 
aircraft maintenance planner and, airworthiness officer. 
They can be promoted to aircraft maintenance engineer, 
aircraft engineer and even managerial positions.

• Provide students with a degree qualification in 
Chinese Medicinal Pharmacy (CMP) so as to support 
manpower training of the CMP industry. Its key 
mission is to provide an integrated CMP programme 
to students so that they can cope with the complex 
and modernised requirements of the CMP industry.

• Equip students with a solid understanding of both 
traditional and scientific knowledge, and practical 
skills and techniques to undertake professional CMP 
practice.

• Cultivate students’ critical thinking skills to enable 
them to function effectively as supervisors and 
managers as they progress in their careers.

Graduates will be capable of different technical and 
management posts in CMP industry, such as CM 
pharmacists in clinics, professional QA or QC of 
pharmaceutical manufactures, technician of testing 
or authentication, and proprietary Chinese medicine 
(pCm) registration officer, and etc. They can advance 
to managerial positions with accumulated working 
experience and professional qualifications.

• Cultivate a new breed of healthcare para-professionals 
in healthcare administration, community healthcare, 
elderly and residential care services, and nutrition 
and health

• Cover health science knowledge and healthcare 
skills, offer professional streams in “Nutrition and 
Health” and “Health Administration” in the third and 
fourth years

• Provide internships in healthcare institutions for 
gaining practical experience

Graduates will be able to hold administrative posts in 
government, government or private medical or healthcare 
institutions, project officers in rehabilitation centres or 
wellness and nutrition business organisations.

• Provide integrated Testing & Certification (T&C) 
training to students

• Equip students with the knowledge and practical 
skills to work in the complex and ever-changing 
environment of the T&C industry

• Emphasis on both scientific knowledge and practical 
skills in four important areas of T&C – integrated 
science, analytical science, testing technologies, 
quality control and management – which would allow 
graduates to pursue professional careers in the T&C 
industry.

Graduates will be capable of taking supervisory and 
technical duties in the Testing & Certification industry, 
including Technical Assistants, Quality Assurance 
Assistants and Chemists. They can advance to managerial 
positions, such as senior chemist, technical consultant 
and technical managers with accumulated working 
experience and professional qualifications.

Please refer to THEi website www.thei.edu.hk for the latest programme information.

^ This new degree programme for Academic Year 2019/20 is under accreditation. 
Latest programme curriculum and relevant information will be updated on the THEi 
website (https://www.thei.edu.hk). Should there be any inconsistency between the 
information in this brochure and that on the THEi website, the latter version prevails. 
THEi reserves the right to cancel any programme, revise programme title, content 
or change the offering campus(es)/class venue(s) before class commencement if 
circumstances so warrant. Details will be announced on the THEi website.
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Online Application Through VTC website application 
www.vtc.edu.hk/admission

Programme
Code Programme Choices

Government Subsidy 
Amount (HK$) in 2019/20 

Academic Year

Tuition Fee after 
deducting the 

Government subsidy 
amount (HK$) / first year*

DS125101    BA (Hons) in Advertising

31,300

66,545

MH125103    BA (Hons) in Professional Accounting 50,210

MH125104    BA (Hons) in Hotel Operations Management  66,545

MH125105    BA (Hons) in Public Relations and Management 50,210

MH125107    BA (Hons) in Retail Management 55,160

ST125201    BSc (Hons) in Health Care 66,545

ST125202    BSc (Hons) in Food Science and Safety 66,545

ST125203    BSc (Hons) in Testing and Certification 65,720

ST125104    BEng (Hons) in Aircraft Engineering^

New Programmes in Academic Year 2019/20
ST125204    BSc (Hons) in Chinese Medicinal Pharmacy^

Self-financing Degree Programmes

Government Annual Subsidy up to HK$31,300 
for Self-financing Degree Programmes
Under the Non-means-tested Subsidy Scheme (NMTSS) for Self-financing Undergraduate Studies in Hong Kong, an 
annual subsidy up to HK$31,300 (for 2019/20 academic year) will be provided to Hong Kong students who have attained

(a) “3322” in HKDSE when they are enrolled in eligible self-financing first-year-first-degree programmes; or 
(b) relevant sub-degree qualifications when they are enrolled in eligible self-financing top-up degree programmes.

Notes:
- A student’s eligibility for NMTSS and the annual subsidy amount for each academic year are subject to the Education Bureau’s approval.
- The subsidy is tenable for the normal duration of the programmes concerned at THEi.
- For details, please visit http://www.cspe.edu.hk/nmtss
- BEng (Hons) in Aircraft Engineering and BSc (Hons) in Chinese Medicinal Pharmacy are new programmes for Academic Year 2019/20 

and are under accreditation. Whether or not the courses will be included in the NMTSS will depend on the assessment results.

In Academic Year 2019/20, THEi will offer 10 self-financing degree programmes including 2 new programmes (BEng (Hons) 
in Aircraft Engineering and BSc (Hons) in Chinese Medicinal Pharmacy) which are under accreditation and 8 programmes 
accredited by the Hong Kong Council for Accreditation of Academic and Vocational Qualifications (HKCAAVQ).

^ This new degree programme for Academic Year 2019/20 is under accreditation.  
* Subject to changes.



Modification of Programme Choices through JUPAS 11-13 July 2019*

JUPAS 
Catalogue No. Programme Choices

Maximum  
Subsidy Amount 

(HK$) / Year

Tuition Fee after 
deducting the 

Maximum Subsidy 
Amount

(HK$) / first year*

JSSV01     BA (Hons) in Fashion Design 72,800 28,510

JSSV02     BA (Hons) in Product Design 72,800 28,510

JSSV03     BA (Hons) in Landscape Architecture 41,700 56,145

JSSV04     BA (Hons) in Culinary Arts and Management 41,700 56,145

JSSV05     BEng (Hons) in Civil Engineering 72,800 33,130

JSSV06     BEng (Hons) in Environmental Engineering and Management 72,800 28,510

JSSV07     BA (Hons) in Horticulture and Landscape Management 41,700 56,145

JSSV08     BSc (Hons) in Surveying 41,700 56,145

JSSV09     BSocSc (Hons) in Sports and Recreation Management 41,700 64,230

JSSV10     BEng (Hons) in Building Services Engineering 72,800 28,510

JSSV11     BSc (Hons) in Multimedia Technology and Innovation 41,700 56,145

JSSV12     BSc (Hons) in Information and Communications Technology 41,700 39,810

Study Subsidy Scheme for Designated Professions/Sectors (SSSDP)  
Degree Programmes

Note:
- Only Hong Kong students are eligible to be subsidised under SSSDP. Please visit the JUPAS website www.jupas.edu.hk for more details.

In Academic Year 2019/20, 12 of THEi’s degree programmes are under the Government’s SSSDP. Applicants can apply 
these programmes or update their programme choices through the Joint University Programme Admission System (JUPAS). 

* Subject to changes. For latest information, please visit www.jupas.edu.hk.
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Applicants who wish to apply for both SSSDP and Self-financing programmes, can submit online application via both 
JUPAS and VTC Web-based Admission System (WebAS) / Mobile Application System (MobileAS).

Application period 23 November 2018 to 28 February 2019

Late application period 1 March to 30 May 2019

Change or re-prioritise programme choices 30 April to 6 May 2019^

Join the Info Day and briefing session for programme selection 4 May 2019

Attend interview(s) or physical assessment (if applicable)  18 May to 30 May 2019^

Conditional offer announcement 18 June 2019^

Submission of application 19 September to 5 December 2018

Updating of programme choices 
(before release of HKDSE examination results) 6 December 2018 to 22 May 2019

Modifications of programme choices 
(after release of HKDSE examination results) 11 to 13 July 2019*

Announcement of Main Round offer results 5 August 2019*

Deadline for applicants to pay the acceptance fee  
for the Main Round offer 6 August 2019 (before 5:00 p.m.)*

Announcement of Clearing Round offer results (if any) 19 August 2019*

Deadline for applicants to pay the acceptance fee  
for the Clearing Round offer (if any) 19 August 2019 (before 5:00 p.m.)*

Announcement of Subsequent Round offer results (if any) 22 August 2019*

Deadline for applicants to pay the acceptance fee  
for the Subsequent Round offer (if any) 22 August 2019 (before 5:00 p.m.)*

* Please refer to JUPAS website (www.jupas.edu.hk) for important dates.

^ Please refer to the announcement of VTC Admission website www.vtc.edu.hk/admission. 

General Information

Entrance Requirements for 
HKDSE Graduates

• Level 3 or above in the HKDSE English Language and Chinese Language; AND 
• Level 2 or above in the HKDSE Mathematics, Liberal Studies and one Elective 

Subject; OR equivalent. 
Please refer to THEi website www.thei.edu.hk for more details.

Course Duration • 4 years, total 8 semesters (Full-time).

Important Dates of Application 

Application via JUPAS for programmes under SSSDP

Application via VTC WebAS/ MobileAS  
for Self-financing degree programmes

www.jupas.edu.hk

www.vtc.edu.hk/admission
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